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The sum can be greater
than the parts—if they’re
the right parts.

Traditional offshoring has a poor reputation, and yet
companies everywhere strain under the escalating
costs and pressure of continual innovation. What’s the
answer?
Reengineer offshoring. That’s what we have done. Find
out more on our website or drop us a line.

Innovation Incubator
domination plans

engine

 Consult with us on everything from details to market

help you get there

 Tap into our development expertise and innovation

outside funding

 Take an idea from hatchling to phoenix—we’ll

 Create your dream product without loans or

Do you have a discrete, wellproject? An IT-related problem to solve? We
can help.

Team Extensions
 Scale your IT services rapidly—up or down as needed

to market
 Reduce your IT development costs and speed up time

otherwise afford
 Execute large, complex projects you couldn’t

advantages
 Drive innovation and create IT-based competitive

Working with high-performing distributed
teams allows you to reach strategic goals at an
affordable price.

Team
Extensions

trends

The result is a uniquely creative and collaborative company
that helps drive innovation, growth, and competitive
advantage for its clients.

 Gain a sustained competitive advantage
 Capitalize on mobile, social, and cloud technology

Synergy-IT was founded on a bold vision: to evolve the
model of global collaboration. Why? So we could deliver the
ts of offshore IT development to our clients. To
omise we do a lot of things differently—from
the way we hire and train to the way we work with
customers.

y

Is innovation integral to your company’s growth strategy?
Then look to us for a partnership that gives you a smarter,
faster, and more resilient business.

 Stretch your IT development budget without

evolve your business.

 Focus on the core competencies of your business

Innovation
Incubator

hello@synergy-it.pk

Project Outsourcing

Project
Outsourcing
www.synergy-it.pk hello@synergy-it.pk

Don’t let a lack of funding or access to
programmers stand in your way of realizing
your great idea—collaborate with us.

www.synergy-it.pk

